Unprecedented Growth Of New Affiliate Sales Leads Researchers To
Discover That Internet Marketing Has Changed Forever As...

"Devastating New
Affiliate Software Rocks
The Internet World!"
UNCOVERED: A Groundbreaking New Software Is
Shaking Things Up Online As Beginner and Veteran
Marketers Are Effortlessly Ramping Up Their Affiliate
Sales, Multiplying Their Promotions and Quickly KickStarting Profitable New Niche Websites With
Complete Ease...
...This Complete Software Will Take You From Novice Internet
Marketer To Making A Career Replacing Income From Scratch Without Any Previous Knowledge of Keyword Research, PPC,
Adwords, Affiliate Marketing or Any Other Unfamiliar Terminology...
Already a Pro Affiliate or Marketer? - You Can Enhance Your Profits
Instantly!
From: Brad Callen
Indianapolis, IN

Dear Friend and Internet Entrepreneur,

Y

ou are standing on the cusp of a breakthrough in internet wealth

creation!

Imagine...having the "God-like power" to know
everything about ANY competitor including complete list
of...

•
•
•
•
•

All of their affiliates
All of their Adwords ads
All of their affiliates' ads
All of their most profitable keyword lists
And any organic keyword listings they have!

Impossible you say...? Not so!
...Because in only a matter of moments you can have the power to triple
your income from scratch, by uncovering the secret inner-workings of
both the top trafficked websites and the top affiliate marketers in the world!
But first, allow me to introduce myself...
Hi, my name is Brad Callen and I am the creator of 2 (soon to be 3) of the
world's most powerful internet business software.
Like you, I was once a budding internet marketer, just looking for a way to
use my talents on the internet and make money online. I did in fact find a
way to do both of these and today I'm going to tell you about the one that is
the greatest money-making "secret" online.
One that can catapult you into the ranks of the wealthy elite and give you
they type of lifestyle you truly deserve. Don't worry, as you keep reading
I'll tell you more about my discoveries too.
I don't want to keep you waiting because...
When you see what you now have the ability to do, it will blow your mind
and make you question each and every possible internet marketing and
money-making belief you have ever had.
...And you will want to humbly dismiss them all, as the magnitude of what
I'll reveal today sinks deep into your mind.
Ever wonder how it is that others seem to just know what products to
promote?
Read on, and you'll learn how to use and apply the same better "secret
weapons of massive income" that top affiliates and website owners are
using right now, to dominate their chosen markets and bring home fat
checks and PayPal deposits.
Listen, I'm not one for the dramatics.
But, this is different!

Anyone who knows me will tell you, "Brad is a reality based thinker" -- and I
don't get too excited about anything unless it has serious potential to make
a dramatic difference in the lives of others.
What you are going to discover today will clearly define the path of affiliate
marketing and selling products on the internet for years to come.

But why is this such a big deal? What does it
have to do with you?
Good questions...
Here's why you have to know this...

•

•

According to a report "US Ecommerce Overview: 2004 to
2010" - Online sales will grow to a staggering $331 Billion
dollars by 2010.

•

As of 2006 E-commerce sales in the U.S. alone were
$104 Billion - according to estimates by Plunkett
Research, Ltd.

"MarketingSherpa's research team has estimated that, in 2006,
affiliates worldwide earned $6.5 billion in
commissions"...and that number will grow to staggering
proportions in the years to come.

The best part is, most of that money will be made by small home based
businesses like yours and mine.
We all want to make more money and live our lives at a higher
standard...Right? So if you were starving and you knew where there were
trees with low hanging fruit - would you hesitate to go and get it? No you
would you go after it immediately and without a second thought!
Gone...are the days of big budget start-ups and hefty sums of pay per click
advertising money to make it big online. I'm sure that you already know
that the largest companies around are not the most profitable ones.
Sure...they look great on paper, with their impressive income statements,
P&Ls and balance sheets but from my own research, there is no business in
existence that is as profitable as affiliate marketing!
Affiliate marketing is

"The Ultimate Lifestyle Business."

Honestly, if you met them, and didn't know who they were, you'd swear that
some of the biggest affiliate marketers around were gangsters and
criminals!

"Think about it...these affiliate marketers seem to do almost no
work, so people see them enjoying themselves all the time, yet
they sport expensive cars, luxurious homes, fancy clothes and
they go on exotic vacations more than most millionaires do..."

Accident? I beg to differ. I'm one of those guys and I do work, I just work
more efficiently! Things are changing in the information age. Things are
changing for YOU!
Why do you think more people are making so much more money online these
days, and they even have the audacity to show you proof? I'll tell you the
answer later.
This is the rise of...

A Revolution In Internet Marketing!
Today, I'm going to introduce you to a software that has been in the making
for well over a year.
It will quite frankly, amaze you and leave you damned near drooling at the
mere prospect of what you can do with it once you get your hands on this
amazing software.
If you’d like to unearth the best-kept secrets of super-successful affiliate
marketers, website owners, and even multi-million dollar companies, keep
your eyes glued to this page. You won’t find this insider information
anywhere else on the Web, Why? Because the internet marketing industry
doesn't want you to find out. If everybody knew these secrets it would cost
the industry millions of dollars in lost revenue!
Lucky for you, whoever sent you here, really and truly has your best
interest at heart. Please be sure to thank them.
So...If you're ready to transform your life, multiply your business and kick
some serious butt online then keep reading!

Introducing...

Affiliate Elite
The Most Powerful Unfair Advantage For Affiliate Marketers
Everywhere!
Affiliate Elite is one of the most
significant new products to hit the
internet in years!
The reason I decided to reveal Affiliate
Elite now is because of the recent rise in
the awareness of affiliate marketing and
it's power to create impressive amounts of
income with ease.
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The facts and figures don't lie!
Affiliate Marketing will account for a very
large percentage of the income made on
the internet in the coming years.
If you are reading these words, then you
are already part of this innovative
community of marketers...BUT truth is,
anyone without Affiliate Elite in the
future will surely be at a grave
disadvantage.
When you use this software, whether to
dominate your affiliate niche, bring in
powerful new joint venture partners or to
take over your competitors best
performing keywords on Google, you will
experience the blood-pumping exhilaration
of having the 'ultimate power' right at
your fingertips!

Here's What You Can Do With Affiliate Elite...

"Quickly Discover The Best Products To
Promote... Gain Access To The Entire
Clickbank and PayDotCom Marketplaces
With Complete Stats...All In A Single Click!"
IMAGE

Project Number 1
Click Here to watch
Affiliate Elite in action!

Find hot-selling products to promote
on the fly.
Easily sort and filter through all
the statistics to know what's hot
and what's not.
Know the facts and avoid costly
affiliate marketing blunders.

"Easily Gather Your Competitor's Google
Data Using 'Cover-of-Night Tactics' - Uncover
ALL Their Coveted Keywords and Organic
Listings - and *Obliterate Them* Using This
Critical Search Engine Data... "
IMAGE

Project Number 2
Click Here to watch
Affiliate Elite in action!
Uncover your competitors PPC
keywords and use them for your own
campaigns.
Find their Adwords ands and
copy or improve your own ads for
he same keywords.
Discover what words they are
organically listed for and outoptimize them fast!

"Effortlessly Eliminate Your Top Adwords
Competitors With Surgical Strike Precision..."
IMAGE

Project Number 3
Click Here to watch
Affiliate Elite in action!
Take the best keywords from Project
2 and uncover all your Adwords
competitors.
Instantly see their top landing
pages and out-optimize or copy
them!
Reveal how many affiliates are
advertising that keyword and/or
become their affiliate too.

"Spy On The Top Clickbank or PayDotCom
Merchants and 'Legally and Ethically' Snatch
Up Their Entire Affiliate List Fast!"
IMAGE

Project Number 4
Click Here to watch
Affiliate Elite in action!
Empower yourself with a list of the
top Clickbank and PayDotCom
affiliates.
Discover their promotion
strategies for the top products
and copy their every move!
Get their personal contact
information and tell them about your
product.

Click Here To Get Affiliate Elite Today!

Order with confidence on 100% secure servers.

But it doesn't just stop there. Some of this may seriously piss-off a lot of
people but...

Just look at what else you can do and discover with Affiliate Elite...
•

How to turn your websites into auto-pilot cash machines so
they churn out money, while you're out doing other things.
(basically everything in this software allows you to do this...I'll
show exactly you how)

•

Build massive subscriber lists in almost any niche at breakneck speed!
(secret hidden in Project 4)

•

Generate massive sales with the power packed into Project 2
and 3.

•

Uncover how top affiliate marketers really do their promotions with one
of the spying tools built into this software.

•

Instantly create a roadmap to outmaneuver any of your
competitors with the affiliate intelligence in Project 1 and 4.

•

Discover how to leverage the same teams of Super Affiliates the "bigboys" use to achieve the results they brag about...remember, they don't
always know that your product is better!

•

How to eliminate ALL your market research when creating a
new product.

•

The most important thing you should do before promoting a product.
Miss this one element and you'll join the miserable many that fall prey
to this belief.

•

How to take advantage of the highly-targeted traffic from your
competition! (I don't even bother thinking anymore. It's too much
work! I'll show you an easier way to reach your income goals with
ease.)

•

How to get other affiliates busting their guts trying to promote your
product.

•

Find out which big products may not be the best thing to
promote and why it would be wise for you to become aware of
other niche products that are waiting for you to tap into!

•

Destroy other affiliates with Samurai-like ruthlessness and
efficiency...Information is your sword!

•

Eliminate research expenses by analyzing everyone you can
and then reverse engineering their promotion strategies.

•

Reveal ALL of your competitors, even outside of Clickbank and

PayDotCom with 2 of the projects found in Affiliate Elite. -- This is
priceless information.
•

Use this one undercover technique for discovering what your
target customers REALLY want in a product.

•

And TONS more...

Your only limitation with Affiliate Elite is your own imagination.
So basically you can...

"See who is doing what, how they do it,
what they do and then do it yourself...but
do it even better!"
As you can see from the screen-shot below, 78% of my sales come from
affiliates. Why? Good question...
You see, besides having 2 of the longest running Top 10 Clickbank
products around, I'm an active affiliate marketer myself.
So, I know that affiliates need high quality products to promote and use. So
my affiliates already know, there's no software company remotely close to
mine on the internet that cares as much as I do about my software and my
customers.
I'm not just tooting my own horn here, I'm being completely straight-forward
with you. My software products have remained in the Top 10 at Clickbank
largely because people are so completely amazed by the quality and
capabilities they have...they happily tell others about them all the time.

Take A Look At One Of My Top 10 Software
Products...

Needless to say, I practice what I preach.
Anyway...Being the kind of guy I am, I like to dig and dabble into things that
I probably sometimes shouldn't. It sure got me into a lot of trouble as a kid!
-- Haha!
But as you already know, it's sometimes hard not to want to discover what
lurks within. You know, what makes things tick and in the case of internet
business, what makes some people successful and others fall flat on their
face.
Surprisingly, I used to think that most people just didn't work hard enough or
efficiently enough at becoming successful online. But that's not entirely true!
It's not really their fault.
...Because soon after digging into affiliate marketing some years ago and
lingering around in places that I care not to discuss, I realized that successful
website owners and successful affiliates have some secrets that they never
dared to tell anyone.

What should have been...

The Most 'Obvious Secret' Online

...Was actually a surprise to me.
So, like any responsible entrepreneur, I had to put what I discovered to the
test.
And you know what?
It worked!
I found that if you could develop the strategies you'll soon discover in
Affiliate Elite, you could dominate any niche online and never have to worry
about competition!
But that wasn't enough, there was something critical missing.
I knew that if you wanted to build a business as fast and as easily as
possible, you needed an advantage. You need a secret weapon.
It had to be something unique. Something that was...

A Profit Boosting Tool In A HUGE and
Growing Market...
Needless to say, the most rapidly growing market online besides Ecommerce
itself is affiliate marketing. How else can they possibly sell all those products
and services?
So the question became...

"WHAT is a beginner or veteran marketer to do in the face of
seemingly insurmountable odds? How can you find and research
all of this critical information, without losing your mind, especially
if you have either a job (yuck) or a business that demands all your
time (double yuck)?"

Then it struck me like a bolt of lightning, electrifying my body as the
vibration from the energy of the idea - coursed through my pulsating veins!
Yeah... like I said, "I don't get too excited about stuff online but, this is
different!"
The idea was to... Do what the military would do to win any battle.
Of course...! They would gather not just one, but every piece of critical data
on their enemy that they can get their hands on whether it was through
covert ops, through secret satellite images or paying off informants.
Whatever they can get...
Then they sort through that information using only the best military minds,
and I have access to some of those, and develop a killer strategy that
ensures a quick and decisive victory!

THAT my friend is what Affiliate Elite is all about in a
nutshell!

Anyone Can Apply These Covert Military
Tactics and Explode Their Income...
Make no mistake...Affiliate Elite only looks very humble. Kind of like a
soldier. They look like ordinary people, except these men and women can rip
your head off in a fight with their bare hands as easily as drinking a cup of
coffee and reading the paper.
Now, listen to this very carefully:

Affiliate Elite will undoubtedly become the #1 choice of
every affiliate marketer in existence once the news
about it spreads...
...and on the internet that happens FAST!
This is not just my opinion.
Take a look at what others are already saying...

Brad...Start

Testimonials Here...
Remember with Affiliate Elite...

You Get 4 Incredible Software Products
Rolled Up Into One Simple-To-Use Tool...

Here's A Quick List of the Projects You Get In
Affiliate Elite...
1. Project #1 - Find Profitable Affiliate Products To

Promote - Instantly gain access to the entire Clickbank
and PayDotCom databases complete with performance
statistics to decide on your next move.
2. Project #2 - Reverse Google Search - Simply type in
any website and you'll immediately reveal their closelyguarded keyword lists (including ads and links) and what
keywords they are listed on Google's organic results for.
3. Project #3 - Analyze Adwords Competition - Quickly
take your new keyword list, pull out the best keywords,
run this project, and watch in amazement as Affiliate
Elite finds all of the advertisers, their ads and their
landing pages for each keyword you request.
4. Project #4 - Find Super Affiliates - Use the Merchant
IDs of the top websites for your niche found in Project #1
and find out who their affiliates are...with their contact
information. We're talking ALL of them!
Simply put... "God-like

POWER!"

Okay Brad, So What's The Price For All
This Power...My Soul?
It's pretty funny but, that's what most people think whenever I come out
with a cutting-edge new software product.

Fact is, for what you get with Affiliate Elite...the price could become
unaffordable very, very fast. There are quite a few BIG companies out there
that would love to get their "greedy little hands" on every piece of software I
create and they would pay me major bucks for it!
...But, that's not how I do business.
I'm for the 'little-guy' - the men and women that are out there just like I
was, struggling to make a difference in their lives and the lives of their
families.
I'm here for YOU!
It's been my life-long passion is to use my talents for creating tools to help
others - just like you - achieve success.
To be honest, a software like this (as if anything can even come close by a
long-shot) can cost anywhere from a conservative $997 to as much as
$2,500.
Why?
That's because Affiliate Elite is actually 4 Software Programs In ONE! I
just call them projects to keep it simple, because that's what it is...simple.
When I thought about it each of these are conservatively worth as much as
$497 each.
...Which brings the cost up to a staggering $1,988 for such incredible
power -- and there are quite a few aggressive affiliate marketers and
website owners out there that would snatch up this software and laugh at
how cheap the price was.
But as you know, I'm no fool and I know that you cant 'truly' help regular
people with a price like that.
So after much deliberation and considering all of the costs to maintain this
software, constantly improving it (which is what made me famous) and
making sure it keeps blowing every other software out of the water, I
decided that the rock-bottom investment will only be a $167 setup fee and
then a small $27 per month gateway fee thereafter.

Limited Availability

Due to the powerful nature of this product I will either
have to limit the size and quantity of my membership
OR increase the maintenance fee to $77 a month or
more.

FACT: My 'so-called' competitors charge about $90 a month for only 20%
of what Affiliate Elite can do. So you know this is going to take the world
by storm!
If you were to compare that to any other software, you will soon find out that
their monthly fees are triple and they can't even do half as much as what
Affiliate Elite can do in a flash!
So why pay more for less than half of what you need?
Just in case you're wondering - Here's how Affiliate Elite stacks up
against the competition...

Price

$167 +
$27/month

$1,500

Finds Lists Of
Affiliates
Reverse
Google
Search
Spies On Pay
Per Click
Campaigns
Compares
Clickbank
And
Paydotcom
Products

Why the monthly fee Brad???

$291/Month
($3,492/Year)

$497 +
$97/month

I knew you were thinking that!
Let me explain...
The thing is, in the past, I was able to provide lifetime upgrades and
support for my software because, things were not so secretive...as they are
now. Meaning, before today, I was able to make my software work without
the help of too many technical people, hardware and software.
Not any more! Even with my 2 best selling software, I now have to dish
out some serious amounts of money to support them, keep them updated
and keep in mind I have to pay my affiliates too.
With Affiliate Elite you get even more! Why? Because these 4 incredibly
powerful projects, that seem to operate as one on your computer, actually
behind the scenes I have people, hardware and a host of secret partners who also have costs - that covertly get this information back to you the end
user...and it seems almost instantly!
You see what I mean? With everything you have working for you behind the
scenes it's no wonder this is such a powerful software.
But remember, you can lock in the lowest rate by acting today. Not only
that but...

You Can Profit Immediately...Well,
Almost!
What this all boils down to is this...
You want to make a profit and you want to make it fast, Right? Well, if I
knew you personally I could tell you how fast you could make a profit, but
since I honestly don't here's a ballpark figure...
Between the time it takes to download and install this software - and you'll
get Instant Access to it - research an affiliate product and outwit your
competition - then watch your clicks and conversion...
That's as long as it will take. For some it could be less than an hour
to see money come in, for others...24 hours...just a day. But the
truth of the matter is, what difference does it make?
You have a tool that empowers you with information in seconds, that used to
take days or months to uncover before!

Listen, I'm not jsut hitting you with a bunch of fluff here...I'm being dead
serious!
Like any of my other software products...

Affiliate Elite Will Be Frequently Updated To Keep You
On The Leading Edge of New Technology

Brad...More Testimonials Here...

Try Affiliate Elite - 100% Risk Free!
Isn't it finally about time for you join the ranks of those that achieve
success...and do it on your own terms?
Oh and don't worry about everyone else. You see, most people reading this
letter are definitely NOT like you. Most people will not buy this product.
That means even less competition for you!
I've given you every conceivable reason to grab your copy of Affiliate
Elite today but as with anything in life, you either take the open door of
opportunity, walk through it and never look back or allow it to close on you
and become one of those people that think back and say..."What IF?"
Honestly, I've tried to keep this under wraps for a long time. By the time
you read this, the cat's out of the bag! So if you want to stop and think about
it, be my guest...but don't expect that this software will still be available at
the introductory price and surely don't expect that the monthly fee will
remain so drastically low.
In other words, by the time you decide, it may already be too late!

Click Here To Grab A Copy of Affiliate Elite Today
and Experience The Immense Power First-Hand...

Order with confidence on 100% secure servers.

Will You Take This Extreme Affiliate
Power Into Your Hands or Dream About
It...?
The thing is, even when opportunity knocks a person still has to get up off
their butt and open the door.
As the Chinese proverb goes..."The Gods cannot help those who do not seize
opportunities."
Now, as if Affiliate Elite needed anything else to be such a
remarkable product, I'm going to add a cherry on top.

READ THESE CAREFULLY...

Affiliate Elite 'Exclusive' Bonuses
Exclusive Bonus #1 - Power Affiliate Marketing
Manuscript (a $97 value)- This manuscript is
based on my company's research. Bryxen
Software has put together a comprehensive
affiliate marketing strategy guide
containing only the most effective
strategies for affiliate marketers. It
teaches you everything from beginner to
advanced affiliate marketing strategies so
you can immediately begin making money. This
book is not available anywhere else!

Exclusive Bonus #2 - Access To Affiliate Elite
Private Community (Priceless) - My community
based forums of fellow product owners are
legendary. You will have access to feedback
from owners from all over the world, learn
from their experiences and share yours so
that everyone profits big-time! Not only

that but you can make product feature
requests there too and guess what? My staff
and I always answer them and/or make them
happen!

Exclusive Bonus #3 - Free Lifetime Upgrades (a
$597 value) - If you know anything about
software of this caliber, you know that
there is some hefty maintenance on both
software and hardware that happens without
anyone ever really seeing it. Since you are
already paying a gateway fee, upgrades are
on me! For LIFE!

Exclusive Bonus #4 - Step-by-Step Video
Training Lab (Priceless) - I know how tough
it can be if you're a beginner to novice
marketer. You're strapped for cash, stuck
for time and don't know if you can really
use a new tool. Have NO Fear! My team and I
have put together a laundry list of training
videos on how to use Affiliate Elite, take
you by the hand...step-by-step. We even
explain the hidden little intricate secrets
that you may not catch at first or second
glance. Even experienced marketers will be
glad they watch these videos!
Better yet here's my...

No-Risk Acceptance Form
"Yes Brad, Show Me How to Make
Real Money With Affiliate Elite
in as Little as 24 hours!"
I understand I'll receive a fully copy Affiliate Elite with all four
projects ready for immediate action
I also get your instantly downloadable professional
installation package which will ensure that I can get up and
running immediately with my personal copy of the Affiliate Elite
software
In addition, I will also receive access to the Step-By-Step Video
Training Lab which contains your comprehensive multimedia
guidance
I will also receive access to the exclusive “Affiliate Elite
Community” - a network of active Affiliate Elite users that will
consistently provide a "in the trenches" advice from real winners
that can be used to add more profits in my pocket.

AND I also get a ‘lifetime’ updates that will keep my copy of
Affiliate Elite on the "bleeding-edge" of internet marketing
technology.

Get Affiliate Elite NOW!
Order with confidence on 100% secure servers.

I'll leave you with one last old-time saying, "Talk is cheap but money buys
whiskey!"

Think about it!
To Your Affiliate Dominance,

Brad Callen
Bryxen Software™
SEO Consultant & Internet Marketer
P.S. - Remember...you have my 100% Risk Free Unconditional MoneyBack Guarantee - you can still keep the bonuses as my gift - if after 8weeks of using this revolutionary software you are still not satisfied - I'll
refund your money...no questions asked. Act now and lock in your one time
low introductory set up price of only $167 and then $27 a month thereafter
- Get it before it's too late!
P.P.S. - Most people only dream about what they will do with their lives
when they become rich and famous. With Affiliate Elite, you have a tool to
make that dream a reality for you and your family. Will you step up to the
plate and swing, will you give this ball the swift kick it needs to score the
ultimate goal...or will you leave it up to those braver souls that stand out and
live to know the thrill of victory?
P.P.P.S. - Order now. It's easy and simple. Just click on the link below and
you'll be taken to the 100% secure payment page. Once you're order has
been received, you'll get instant access to the private area where you can
download Affiliate Elite and access your bonuses.

P.P.P.S. - Some people scroll down here looking for the price, if that's what
you want, it's right above on this page. The real truth of the matter is
that this software pays for itself over and over again... It's an
absolutely priceless investment in comparison to its price tag!

Test Drive Affiliate Elite Today - Risk Free!
Order with confidence on 100% secure servers.

